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This story is a tragedy, and not just because of what’s happening to the people of Kivalina. It’s a tragedy because it’s
unnecessary, the product, as the author shows, of calculation, deception, manipulation, and greed in some of the
biggest and richest companies on earth.”u003cbr /u003eBill McKibben, author u003ciu003eEaarth: Making a Life on a
Tough New Planetu003c/iu003eu003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003e"Christine Shearer's u003ciu003eKivalina: A Climate
Change Storyu003c/iu003e is a fast and bumpy ride that begins with the history of outrageous corporate deceptions
through public relations and legal campaigns, continuing with building of the coal-and-oil empire to fuel progress in the
United States, leading to the horrendous politics of climate crisis, and finally arriving at its destination, a ground-zero
of climate refugee, Kivalinaan Inupiat community along the Chukchi Sea coast of arctic Alaska. I was angry when I
turned the last page. I urge you to get a copy, read it, share the story, and join the new global climate justice
movement."Subhankar Banerjee, photographer, writer, activist, and author of u003ciu003eArctic National Wildlife
Refuge: Seasons of Life and Landu003c/iu003eu003cbr /u003eu003cbr /u003eWhile corporate funded scientists
continue their effort to spread doubt about global climate change, for one native village in Alaska, the price of further
denial could be the complete devastation of their homes and culture. Kivalina must be relocated to survive, but
neither the oil giants nor the government have proven willing to take responsibility.u003cbr /u003eu003cbr
/u003eu003cbu003eChristine Sheareru003c/bu003e is a writer, journalist, activist, and academic. She is the
environment and ecology editor of Economy Watch, and managing editor of the online progressive magazine
Conducive. She is also a contributor to Coalswarm, part of the online corporate watch website SourceWatch.
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